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You can quickly learn what a comment, an array, a variable, a text string, a VBA loop
Statement, a With Statement, a Set Statement, a Dim Statement and the basic functions of
Microsoft Word 2010 VBA from the pages of this small book.Everyone is different. There are
plenty of people who hate program languages, but they learn them, because they realize that
these languages can reduce the time spent on every day, boring, repetitive task that usually
take up most of a personâ€™s day, when the tasks are completed manually. If you donâ€™t
have an interest in mastering Microsoft VBA in Microsoft Word, thatâ€™s alright. You
donâ€™t have to know the language inside out, in order to make it serve you well and reduce
your daily workload. How can VBA benefit you, if youâ€™re not a programmer? Thatâ€™s
the mistake that so many people make. VBA would be a more effective tool in the hands of
people like administrative assistants, project managers, clerks and even customer service reps,
because many of these individuals are tasked with working with far more data than most
programmers.If you want a small eBook that you can read in an hour or less, this book may be
right for you, but before you decided, you should view my free, sample creations; the links can
be found in my author profile.Final revisions were made to this book on September 8, 2013;
the revisions include correcting two break tags to put two captions, e.g., Image 1, Image 38a
on different lines; a paragraph tag and its link to CSS was corrected to change black text to a
consistent brown text, and TOC links were added to enable users to jump back and forth from
chapters to TOC.
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